
 PSYCHIC MENTAL SHIELDING



There are a few fields including in the new sigil, all designed to 
help you having best possible psychic mental shielding around 
you 24/7.

Mental Defense

Can protect you from more than just deliberate mental and 
spiritual attacks. For instance: Have you ever entered a room 
after a quarrel or an emotionally charged event and were still 
able to feel tension in the air, although everyone behaved kindly 
"it was stuffy" with tension. A mental residue of this type can 
have a negative effect on some people, causing them to be more
likley to act aggressively. Your neighbor or co-worker bad day 
projects negative in the atmosphere. This may affect you and 
your day if you are not shielded. Often such a day is labeled as 
"bad hair day.“  Also protects you from all negative enteties.

Emphatic Defense

Some people are so negative that they have the ability to drain 
other people's energies just by being in their presence. Often 
such a person does not seem overly negative on the surface. 
Until now, you feel exhausted both morally and physically, for no 
real reason. Being screened is important if there is such a person 
in your life.
Skillful sales of a person (or even a good swindler) can, their 
energy, push them to their customers. A client who is not 
protected can manipulate these energies and he agreed on 
something that he did not want or could not afford. What a 
wonderful world it will be if mental self-defense was taught at 
school. If everyone puts their mental defense on the first thing in 
the morning. Life would be much easier without so many 
negative emotional projections bouncing between people and 
master manipulators is not so easy to manipulate.

Protection Defense

At the physical level, this item protects you, helping you avoid 
troubles, causing fear and discomfort to potential threats, as they
approach you and helping you make the right decisions in 
stressful situations.
Your natural “danger of feeling” will be very purposeful and 
active when a situation requiring attention begins to arise. You 
will be keenly aware of the dangers and therefore more likely to 
act on that feeling and keep yourself safe.



Aura terror of fear

It will really lead those who are looking you for a victim to think 
twice about taking you. They will suddenly find yourself 
dangerous for some reason, regardless of your physical size or 
real danger, and ’an attacker’ or a criminal they will feel more 
and more uncomfortable and instead have desire to leave you. 
This is a measurable effect, so if a person attacks from fear, they 
just feel uncomfortable, but multiple scary simply!

Instructions for use:

To create the field, you simply place an item you wish the field to 
be created on and then speak the activation command, then 
leave the item on the sigil for about 3 hours, after which your 
item will be ready to use. SimplySimply wear the wear for the 
effects to start.




